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WEB EXCLUSIVE
El Gato Online

World
- Worldwide no Pants subway day 

People
-Jordan Brown: LG’s resident rapper
-More Derek Kennedy photos

Opinion
- Jennifer Lawrence, role model?
- Pro/con Disney Princesses
-Millenials deserve credit

Student Life
- Featured speakers: Lauren Finkle    

    and more from Max Partridge

News
-  New Millenial Foundation

Check out these articles and more at http://elgatonews.com

Saas spotlight

Congratulations to this month’s winners for their      
 excellent acheivements! 

For next months winners, check out the 
Leadership bulletin board in the Main Hall.

Students:
Nitin Srinivasan
Emma Hansen
Dana Tovey
Carolyn Hsieh

Athletes:
Caroline Brossart
Lauren Lacy 
Nikhil Amin
Emmanuel Montion

Staff:
Jeremy Bates

CB Hannegans open mic 

LGHS creative minds show their talent in 
both writing and photography

LGHS Photo contest 

Creativity at LGHS

1st Place: Sophomore Kelly Matlock

2nd Place: Junior Jeremy Tabke 3rd Place: Sophomore Zoe Lam

People’s Choice: Senior Austin Miller4th Place: Junior Grant Goo

On Monday Jan 27, the winners of the 4th annual “Living in Los Gatos” photo contest were announced.
Below are the five winning photos! To purchase and view the photos, visit livinginlosgatos.com

On Wednesday, January 15, local Los Gatos restaurant, CB Hannegans held an open mic night 
for talented young writers and poets. Below are selections from two of the featured readers. 

For more from the  featured speakers,visit elgatonews.com or scan this QR code

Why paninis?

Artists
Sarah Aaldering
Angie Kang
Taylor Royan
Evan Walker

“A few years ago my family vacationed in 
Italy, and when we arrived we went to this 
small restaurant near the airport. 

Since we had just arrived we wanted to do 
something simple so we ordered sandwiches. 
But they didn’t make us sandwiches...they 
made us paninis...and I hate paninis. 

I would like to meet the person who 
invented paninis so I could ask him what he 
was thinking. I bet he had a perfectly fine 
sandwich, was crossing the street one day, 
dropped it, then a car ran over it, and he 
looked down and said,

“I’m not gonna eat that, 
but I really like the design.“

A man has a hard day at work. He comes home, pops open a can of beer, and dies.
As much as you or I might disapprove, it’s his economic decision to make.

Besides, a little while later he gets up and eats dinner.

All right, so he doesn’t quit breathing. So his heart keeps beating.
But he’s out of it, isn’t that what they say? Not all there, not there at all.

For a moment there he doesn’t know what air tastes like, he’s simply
stupefied.

Stupefaction, see, stupefaction is what you go for when you’re not ready for the commitment
of suicide because stupefaction, see, stupefaction is the state of not knowing you’re alive, 

stupefaction is what you do when it just seems easier not to think 
‘cause you don’t like your thoughts or not to feel 

‘cause by God you could die of certain feelings, stupefaction
is a toe dipped in digestible oblivion so don’t tell me I’m misusing the term

little death.

Now don’t get me wrong, there’s nothing wrong with stupefaction. You got your life, 
you got your death, and at every waking moment you make your choice between them.

The only thing is, you have to understand the economics of it, ‘cause scarcity
is a quality of life: you only get a fraction of a century. And you know,

scarcity is not a quality of death because death
is great and bountiful, death flows slow as the river Styx, death has no bottom, death is infinite.

You, my friend, will be dead for infinity and if you live for one less hour
you’ll be dead for infinity plus one equals infinity again, and if I outlive you

(which I’ll admit is my intention) then we’ll be dead for an equivalent eternity.

Death is cheap, and life is expensive, and I for one salute cheapskates, you know,
the people who want the most bang for their buck, ‘cause they’re the ones who look
at stupefaction and say hey, I’m not buying it. They go out and spend, if they want,

their little nominal dollars, ‘cause a dollar can grow all it wants and still be, in the long run, 
a depreciating asset, a cheapskate knows you can’t take it with you!

A cheapskate knows that where you’re going you won’t have a chance to be scared of the dark.
You won’t have a chance to save a life or fight over nothing, you won’t have a chance 

to be too cold or kiss a man with wisdom teeth or marvel at the brilliant redness of blood 
on the day you find out there are blades of grass that can give papercuts.

But yes, a man has a hard day at work. He comes home, pops open a can of beer, and dies.
As much as you or I might disapprove, it’s his economic decision to make.

Besides, a little while later he gets up and eats dinner.
photos courtesy E.Christie

Opportunity Cost 
a poem by senior Andrea Kibel

The intelligence of a dog is that to a cat
The superior well being of a pineapple is nothing
The library has indefinite quantity of books
Life is nothing to live about
The amount of slaves in China is compared to 
the amount of flies at my home;
I have a lot of flies
Pickle jars aren’t that tight, as they seem to be
Football is a great way to bring Americans together
When I die my demise will be greatly exaggerated
The length of a fruit fly’s life is the
 length of my marriage
When I die I will 
eat a banana because 
I am a fruit fly

I am a fruit fly 
an excerpt from a comedic prose by senior  
Raymond Pendleton

a poem by freshman Max Partridge


